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Since 2006, tamigo has been supporting large companies (national and

international) with the optimisation of their services, activities, and

workflows. Industries: mainly retail and hospitality, but also hotels and

leisure, automotive, warehousing and order processing. tamigo makes

management simple, smart, and international so you can grow your

business.

tamigo specialises in the development and delivery of cloud-based

workforce management software. This manages the entire scheduling

process (rosters), time tracking and payroll system control. tamigo

captures leave, absence, HR and time for time in one platform. Employees

are then scheduled based on KPIs such as productivity, expected turnover,

planned turnover and optimal workload. 

On the working day itself, employees clock in, often based on EasySecure's

systems. The information about the hours worked is delivered directly to

tamigo. Based on this information, tamigo calculates whether all

employees are working based on their contractual working hours and

whether additions need to be made. This information is then fed into the

payroll system so that payment can be made in the correct way.
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Complete solution for
workforce management
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tamigo and EasySecure mainly work together in the field of time clocks. If

there is interest, the two companies also work together with access control,

especially if a customer explicitly expresses a wish for this. In this case,

tamigo offers a reliable specialist in EasySecure.

Currently, ten to fifteen customers use the combined service offer of

EasySecure and tamigo. The most important added value for the customer is

that he always benefits from the "best-of-breed" principle thanks to the

merger of the two specialists. Software and hardware that has been specially

developed to optimise several very specific business activities.

A good example of a successful joint project is DAKA Sport & Lifestyle.

EasySecure complements tamigo well with an hourly registration solution.

How tamigo and EasySecure
reinforce each other
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Building blocks for a good
cooperation

Good functionality.

The solutions and technologies must work.

An international presence, since tamigo's field of

activity transcends national borders.

Solutions that are innovative.

Costs that are and remain manageable.

A good linking of information sources. 

Data that must always be in real time.

Trust. Information must be exchanged confidentially.

When searching and selecting partners, tamigo always

takes a critical look at several important building blocks

for a good partnership. These are:

EasySecure is a partner that meets all these criteria, so

that both parties complement and reinforce each other

perfectly.
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More information
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Would you like to know more about EasySecure's

solutions?

Then call us at + 31 (0)85 01500 00, send us an email

info@easysecure.com or schedule a demonstration via

our website: www.easysecure.com.


